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Synopsis

Adapted from the best-selling Research Methods in Criminal Justice and Criminology, ESSENTIALS OF RESEARCH METHODS FOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE, 3/e teaches general research methods using standard and contemporary examples of criminal justice and criminology research. Featuring both qualitative and quantitative studies, this edition offers an emphasis on ethics, the latest research studies, new information on prison research, Internet resources and visual criminology. This essentials version omits coverage of data management and analysis, and places its emphasis on fundamental research skills and the literature of the field.
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Customer Reviews

To be honest, I don’t remember a lot of this book as it was for a class two years ago and I have been offline for a while (dead computer). Nothing I can say, positive or negative, about this book. Sorry.

Bought this item for night school and haven't regretted it. It is a good book and is serving me well for my purposes

renting books, great price, quick delivery

great book for college
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